Theoretical study on the structure and stability of some unusual boron-nitrogen helices.
Ab initio self-consistent field molecular orbital and density functional theory calculations have been performed on a series of helical structures comprised of boron-nitrogen analogues of extended helicenes, with helically arranged N fused benzene rings, and alternating N benzene units fused to N - 1 cyclobutadiene rings as reference structures. The electronic structure and stability of boron-nitrogen analogues of angular [N]helicenes, [N]phenylenes (N = 5, 6, 7, 12), and [N]methylenylnaphthalenes (N = 6) were investigated at the HF/6-31G(d) and the B3LYP/6-31G(d) levels of theory. The presence of an even number N of rings in the boron-nitrogen [N]helicenes leads to the possibility of angular isomers. Electron density contours were calculated in order to interpret the existing bonding patterns. These structures may provide supramolecular building blocks and macromolecular "springs" with unusual electronic properties.